
100 % NON PRE-EMPTABLE RATES

KBTE KLLL KMMX KONE

M-F 6A-10A $30 $60 $40 $30

M-F 10A-3P $30 $60 $40 $30

M-F 3P-7P $30 $60 $40 $30

M-F 7P-12M $5 $5 $5 $5

M-F 6a-7p $30 $60 $45 $30

SAT 6A-10A $15 $25 $15 $15

SAT 10A-3P $15 $35 $20 $15

SAT 3P-7P $15 $35 $20 $15

SUN 6A-10A $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 10A-3P $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 3P-7P $10 $15 $5 $4

*All requests for time must be recorded on NAB Political Broadcast Form.

*No guarantee of separation of competing candidates.

*Non Agency Accounts Deduct 15% From Rate.

*State and local candidates limited to one spot per hour

*Federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access

*Only uses by legally qualified candidates qualify for lowest unit rate

*Candidates seeking credit must qualify as any other advertiser

*Other classes, lengths and periods of commercials are available upon request

2020 POLITICAL RATES



*All requests for time must be recorded on NAB Political Broadcast Form.
*No guarantee of separation of competing candidates.
*Non Agency Accounts Deduct 15% From Rate.
*State and local candidates limited to one spot per hour
*Federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access
*Only uses by legally qualified candidates qualify for lowest unit rate
*Candidates seeking credit must qualify as any other advertiser
*Other classes, lengths and periods of commercials are available upon request

:60 second LUR Pre-emptible 

KBTE KLLL KMMX KONE

M-F 6A-10A $25 $45 $30 $20

M-F 10A-3P $25 $45 $30 $20

M-F 3P-7P $25 $40 $30 $20

M-F 7P-12M $1 $2 $1 $1

M-F 6a-7p $20 $38 $30 $18

SAT 6A-10A $15 $25 $15 $15

SAT 10A-3P $15 $35 $20 $15

SAT 3P-7P $15 $35 $20 $15

SUN 6A-10A $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 10A-3P $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 3P-7P $10 $15 $5 $4

2020 POLITICAL RATES



*All requests for time must be recorded on NAB Political Broadcast Form.
*No guarantee of separation of competing candidates.
*Non Agency Accounts Deduct 15% From Rate.
*State and local candidates limited to one spot per hour
*Federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access
*Only uses by legally qualified candidates qualify for lowest unit rate
*Candidates seeking credit must qualify as any other advertiser
*Other classes, lengths and periods of commercials are available upon request

:30 second LUR Pre-emptible 

KBTE KLLL KMMX KONE

M-F 6A-10A $20 $40 $20 $20

M-F 10A-3P $20 $38 $20 $20

M-F 3P-7P $20 $35 $20 $20

M-F 7P-12M $1 $2 $1 $1

M-F 6a-7p $10 $35 $15 $10

SAT 6A-10A $15 $25 $15 $15

SAT 10A-3P $15 $35 $20 $15

SAT 3P-7P $15 $35 $20 $15

SUN 6A-10A $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 10A-3P $10 $15 $5 $4

SUN 3P-7P $10 $15 $5 $4

2020 POLITICAL RATES



*All requests for time must be recorded on NAB Political Broadcast Form.
*No guarantee of separation of competing candidates.
*Non Agency Accounts Deduct 15% From Rate.
*State and local candidates limited to one spot per hour
*Federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access
*Only uses by legally qualified candidates qualify for lowest unit rate
*Candidates seeking credit must qualify as any other advertiser
*Other classes, lengths and periods of commercials are available upon request

:60 second Pre-emptible with notice 

KBTE KLLL KMMX KONE

M-F 6A-10A $28 $50 $35 $25

M-F 10A-3P $28 $50 $35 $25

M-F 3P-7P $28 $50 $35 $25

M-F 7P-12M $1 $2 $1 $1

M-F 6a-7p $26 $44 $32 $22

SAT 6A-10A $17 $29 $20 $18

SAT 10A-3P $17 $37 $23 $17

SAT 3P-7P $17 $37 $23 $17

SUN 6A-10A $12 $17 $7 $6

SUN 10A-3P $12 $17 $7 $6

SUN 3P-7P $12 $17 $7 $6

2020 POLITICAL RATES



*All requests for time must be recorded on NAB Political Broadcast Form.
*No guarantee of separation of competing candidates.
*Non Agency Accounts Deduct 15% From Rate.
*State and local candidates limited to one spot per hour
*Federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access
*Only uses by legally qualified candidates qualify for lowest unit rate
*Candidates seeking credit must qualify as any other advertiser
*Other classes, lengths and periods of commercials are available upon request

:30 second Pre-emptible with notice 

KBTE KLLL KMMX KONE

M-F 6A-10A $23 $43 $25 $22

M-F 10A-3P $23 $43 $25 $22

M-F 3P-7P $23 $43 $25 $22

M-F 7P-12M $1 $2 $1 $1

M-F 6a-7p $18 $38 $22 $15

SAT 6A-10A $16 $27 $17 $16

SAT 10A-3P $16 $35 $21 $16

SAT 3P-7P $16 $35 $21 $16

SUN 6A-10A $11 $16 $6 $5

SUN 10A-3P $11 $16 $6 $5

SUN 3P-7P $11 $16 $6 $5
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